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How to combat the effects of aging in just 5 minutes a day. The smile works a lot more than 25
muscles on the face -- so smiling can be an important first step. The muscle groups of the
face can be exercised and toned exactly like skeletal muscles. Catherine Pez prescribes a
"facial gym" in the home to workout the muscle tissue in the face with no special equipment --
a few diligence and discipline. This muscle tissue also stimulates the additional mid-face
muscles therefore inflating the cheeks and there is nothing as clean and young-looking as
well-accentuated cheekbones. Performing the facial gymnastics in this program regularly will
reverse a variety of concerns such as "empty" looking cheekbones, floppy jowls, calm eyelids,
uncomely wrinkles and too much unwelcome elasticity. With this new plan a marked
difference to look at will be developed and will potentially eliminate the common desire and
dependence on invasive plastic surgery. A lot more than 50 muscles constitute the structure
of the human encounter, and to a large degree these muscle groups determine facial
appearance. The tiny and important Risorius muscle tissue is in the part of the mouth and if
well stimulated, will correct a drooping mouth. Too much sun, using tobacco, the degradation
of collagen layers and poor epidermis create sagging facial muscle tissues. Each exercise has
apparent instructions, with photographs that demonstrate the movements, so performing
each exercise is easy and straightforward.
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Wow amazing outcomes in 2 weeks! I did all the exercises, but I concentrated upon this area. I
saw a notable difference in my neck in 2 weeks. I really do these daily while on the elliptical at
the fitness center. (Yes I appearance silly but I don't care. actually, and mouth disappear. Used
to take me an hour, now I've first got it down to thirty minutes. The same images are used
again and again and over again, taking up whole web pages, making the publication about 4x
much longer than it requires to be. Nonetheless it is incredibly unsettling to find one's
encounter fall < You be the judge!. Maybe because i usually exercised and took vitamin
supplements - who knows. I've attached 4 photos, I am so glad I had taken these, these
exercises really work! Time 1 vs. Week 4. Most of us workout for toning our bodies, the same
should be done for our face. Uncertain why the name of the book is The 5-minute Facial
Workout. It does take about half one hour. Amazing results in less than a week! This works!
This is a straightforward to read, easy to check out illustrated book on firming the face and
neck by toning the underlying muscles. I have only been doing the exercises for a week, and
already I have noticed a big difference in the skin on my throat. It really is much tighter right
now. I also have Face Fitness by Patricia Goroway, which is also a terrific book. It's fun to make
funny faces in the mirror.. Even my husband laugh at my "smiling" face. Happy with results
Initially requires a lot of time, but once the initial first couple of weeks is over it generally does
not require daily commitment. Good Book/Misleading Title There is no way to do all these
exercises in five minutes, there are 30 and each takes 50 seconds. But, I really liked the way
the book was laid out. Before each exercise is an image clearly showing what muscle groups
the exercise will concentrate on. I was kind of lucky that the awful things to my face didn't
start happening until my 70s. You must keep focusing on it . There are some I don't do driving,
because people passing me would believe I'm crazy.. MANY THANKS Catherine Pez
BECAUSE OF THIS Book Great book! Plus, it is the only workout that you can do while sitting
on the sofa. Clear directions and illustrations showing the muscles involved in the different
facial workouts. I sensed the photos were obvious so you might understand what to
accomplish. In my pictures pay attention to the jaw collection and neck region. Very very
pleased with my results, highly recommend!) I take advantage of the surveillance camera on
the telephone like a mirror to check on that I'm carrying out them right and use images from
the publication in my image library as cues. It is not worth putting in my library. My following
major work is my dual chin, but I'm assured that will happen as the theory of facial workout
routines is grounded in keeping sense. It works.I saw facial exercises on YouTube, but none
defeat what Ms. Pez provides given us in her book. terrific exercises. THE VERY BEST bt far!) I
cannot wait to see even more results within the next week! It displays every muscle tissue and
what it can for you personally. Illustrations are very easy to understand how these muscles
work . Honestly I have lost 10 lbs however the top lip improvement can not be attributed to
weight reduction. I went through and flagged the exercises that I needed to focus on and it
takes me a little over 5 minutes to get them done..... And I'm grateful to both of these. I've been
doing these exercises every day for about per month or therefore. But this is one or 2 out of 30
exercises. Enjoy this book.you'll be amazed.. What a great book. It requires a while to
accomplish them all, nevertheless, you need not do them all at once.. These are very extreme
exercises and I woke up this morning and my encounter was tingling a bit, a good sign. I have
not taken any images of my face before and after 2 weeks of practice but I believe there exists
a difference (even if it is in my head!! I started gradually doing the group of exercises , just to
get the gist of these and see if I could remember them correctly, so I could perform them
while driving to function.). The exercises should work, exactly like working out, as long as you



do them.up to now. Some explanations are not always extremely easy to understand and so
the practice makes it just a little hard. I spread them out throughout the day.. I highly
recommend Facial Workout and at this price, it's nothing but a winner! Happy with results! I
only got this book yesterday and I did a few of the exercises yesterday evening. Not all of
these. And I didn't do the suggested 10 reps, I did fewer. I'm going to build up to the
suggested 10 reps. I must say i love this book and it is my "me" time to make funny faces in the
mirror ! Also, the jowls on my chin collection have tightened, but not as much as the throat.
Once I've perfected the Pez exercises, I'm likely to perform exercises from both books on
different days. Both Goroway and Pez explain about the muscle tissue in the facial skin and
clearly know what they are talking about.don't get discouraged and one morning while
looking in the mirror. great recommended by a health care provider it functions! its a
30-minute facial workout when you perform all of the reps. so that is misleading. other than
that, I've no complaints. Far better facial exercise books away there. Only 22 pages away of 212
are facial exercises rather than very good ones at that. Plus, no real description of muscles
worked. Publication is mostly traditional yoga exercises poses (ie child's pose) and useless info
(ie foot massage). Waste of cash for me.As other Reviewers have mentioned, one sees the
difference in the lips first - thank you Ms Pez - and for me also the cheeks. I am tossing it. Ok
exercises, bizarre reserve design The exercises seem sensible, and explanations of face
muscles structure are interesting, but the book design is bizarre. I picked exercises for the
throat, oval of the face, lips and nasolabial region. Wasteful of assets.My just criticism is as
various other reviewers have said, its not a 5-minute facial workout. Noticeable difference
After using this book for two weeks I started noticing a notable difference in my face. I was so
skeptical but now I am a believer..Great book and We highly recommend it. author
understands her stuff. Totally worth it. So. Save so money and steer clear of a face lift, use this
book Five Stars Wow!it's been a week now, and i'm amazed, i actually so found the results in
just 3-4 times, i really do these exercises everyday, and sometimes i like to increase more if
prefer to get better results on specific areas, I picked the majority of the exercises, i didnt pick
up the top forehead and all of the around areas, i was doing them but we realized it says u
dont need to do all exercises and i'm actually young so i don't have any wrinkles or lines and
my upper face is smooth therefore i stopped doing them, but once we reach that i'll begin
doing them again, And most of the execiers have become easy to accomplish used to take
me personally 1+ hour, now it's around thirty minutes ; The best facial exercise book you will
find. Not recoment this book Next time I will look in YouTube
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